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CHD flows originate from either a client's POS/MVS device (blue/green), a client's
unattended kiosk (blue), a public client website or client mobile application
(yellow/turquoise), or from previously tokenized credit cards (COF) which are stored at
Fullsteam/Worldpay (red).
For client POS/MVS devices, CHD is captured via either a Verifone MX915 EMV E2EE
terminal or a MagTek/Id Tech MSR E2EE device.
For client unattended kiosks, CHD is captured via an Ingenico iUC285 EMV E2EE terminal.
For public client websites and mobile applications, CHD is captured through an ecommerce web/application payment form which can be hosted by either netPark or
Fullsteam, depending on the application.
For transactions based on a tokenized COF, either Fullsteam or Worldpay retains the
stored CHD and it is never passed back to netPark.
All CHD is transmitted via TLSv1.2 or later, on top of any applicable 3DES DUKPT E2EE.
No PA DSS payment applications exist on the client's networks or facilities.
Tokenization, authorization, and settlement occurs via the Fullsteam API and Worldpay.
See the following pages for additional client network details.

Generalized "typical" client network via netPark Pay - not recommended due to lower security and higher PCI DSS scope
Client's networks & facilities (within client's PCI DSS scope)
This is only a generalized diagram and may not be representative of client's actual network components, the payment devices in use, or interconnectivity.
Out of scope components and networks should be segmented from the payment network for security and PCI DSS considerations.
See your PCI DSS QSA or IT security professional for assistance in deploying a secure and PCI DSS compliant environment.
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Generalized "improved" client network via netPark Pay - recommended due to enhanced security and reduced PCI DSS scope
Client's networks & facilities (within client's PCI DSS scope)
This is only a generalized diagram and may not be representative of client's actual network components, the payment devices in use, or interconnectivity.
Out of scope components and networks should be segmented from the payment network for security and PCI DSS considerations.
See your PCI DSS QSA or IT security professional for assistance in deploying a secure and PCI DSS compliant environment.
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